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About WACOSS

The WA Council of Social Service is a peak membership based council of community service 

organisations and individuals. 

In collaboration with our membership, and as part of a national network, we advocate for 

social change to improve the wellbeing of Western Australians and to strengthen the 

community services sector that supports them.

WACOSS is committed to collaboration and cross-sector partnerships with governments, 

industry and community services – as demonstrated by today’s event.

Our vision is an inclusive, just and equitable society



Our Purpose Today

An environmental scan of emerging issues affecting community 

services and the citizens they support in WA

Information & analysis to assist strategic thinking and leadership

in the community service sector



Forum Outline

Welcome to Country Prof Len Collard UWA

Introduction Debra Zanella WACOSS President

Political Analysis Andrew O’Connor ABC

Economic Analysis Prof Alan Duncan BCEC

Sector Analysis Chris Twomey WACOSS

Panel Q&A Also including Debra Zanella, Helen Creed,

Senator Rachel Siewert



Emerging Issues 2017

Social & Sector Analysis



Environmental Scan

• ECONOMIC

• POLITICAL

• SOCIAL

• SERVICES

• SECTOR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The usual starting point for our emerging issues analysis is a scan of the five key domains:SOCIAL / ECONOMIC / POLITICAL / SECTOR / SERVICES    We seek to answer the question – What are the biggest issues and emerging priorities for strategic and service planning for the leaders of community service organisations in WA?Doing our scan this year it’s clear the biggest issue for all of us are …BLAM!... The WA Election…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The WA Election and the implications of the change in WA Government – �Where they go now on reform & service funding … how this interacts with community need and economic trends ...So, I’m going to devote the first half of my presentation to an overview of the issues and challenges for the sector in developing a post-election strategy �then run through the other emerging issues…



Post Election Strategy

• Need for Strategic Engagement

• WA Labor’s Election Narrative

• Key Election Promises

• Drivers for Whole of Government Reform

• Transition Strategy to Protect Essential Services

• Relationship with Sector

• Recommendations…
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Post Election StrategyWe need to have a strategic and united approach to engaging with the key players at Cabinet, Ministerial and Director-General level across the human services portfolios … to strengthen the partnership with the sector and progress an agreed reform agenda.We are keen to consider the opportunities … arising from WA Labor’s election narrative and key promises … for whole of government reform as a means to delivering more responsive and effective services for all Western Australians.  We need a frank and fearless analysis of the successes and failures of current reform processes …. In particular, we need to tackle the barriers in government processes, accountability and funding arrangements that have limited the success of place-based integrated service approaches … �and the development of more effective early intervention strategies to reduce longer term service need (and costs).There has been good-will and effort – but progress has been frustratingly slow in some areas… �In some places we’re getting no-where, despite good intentions… Its critical there is a transition strategy for essential front-line services, so disadvantaged and vulnerable people don’t fall through the cracks… We need to examine the effectiveness of the current relationship with government … including the DCSP policy and partnership principles … and make recommendations regarding their future, function and governance….Our focus must be on which arrangements will produce the most effective outcomes for communities ... not just the best interests of our sector...
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KEY MESSAGES   WA Labor’s overall narrative was summed up in Mark McGowan’s “200 Fresh Ideas..” “We’ll introduce Medihotels, meaning more hospital beds.Roll out Metronet giving WA world class public transport and jobs.��And only Labor will stop the privatisation of Western Power.”



Labor’s Election Narrative

• Job Creation

• Metronet

• Medihotels and Urgent Care Clinics

• Education & Training

• Stop privatisation of Western Power

• Stop Roe 8

• The 20-20-20 plan 

Presenter
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WA Labor’s Election NarrativeThe Priorities are clearly  –  Employment, health, transport & planning, education & training, and economic reform.We’ve heard about … Urgent Care Clinics & Medihotels …‘Keeping WA Jobs in WA’, via …The Innovation EconomyBrand WA and TourismLocal Jobs – Local ContentTraining for the FutureSupporting Small Business& Jobs for the RegionsBoosting Education and Training , through …Science & Coding in schoolsMore education assistantsTAFE =skills = jobsEducare& Priority Start�



Key Election Promises for the Sector …
• Deliver an agreed framework to measure outcomes across community services 

• Produce a biennial Our Communities Report

• Work with the sector to breakdown barriers between government and stakeholders

• Streamline procurement processes and cut red tape for the community sector

• Improve funding security and trial collaborative funding models (less competitive)

• Legislative reforms on family and domestic violence

• A Minister for the Prevention of Family and Domestic Violence

• Two new crisis accommodation places 

for women and children

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Discuss a couple of key points)



Key Election Promises for the Sector (2)

• A formal system to quickly report disability abuse

• Target 120 – multi-systemic therapy for WA’s worst juvenile offenders & their families

• Implement a state-wide coordinated and targeted Methamphetamine Action Plan

• Funding for treatment facilities for early intervention and to reduce meth dependence

• Expand drug services in regional areas & specialised rehab centres in SW & Kimberley

• Restore funding to metro financial counselling services
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Presentation Notes
(Discuss a couple of key points)



Whole of Government Reform

Key reform drivers will be:

• Department amalgamations (i.e. which ones, how achieved, implications & risks)

• Alignment of Ministerial portfolios, their capacity, interests and relationships

• How D.G. and Department KPIs drive (or inhibit) reform outcomes

• Implementing WA Labor’s Supporting Communities policy

• Service Priority Review

• Financial Audit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WHOLE OF GOVT REFORM DRIVERS 		When it comes to whole of Government reforms - the thing we care about is how they produce better outcomes for disadvantaged and vulnerable communities…  There is an opportunity to address the cross-government barriers we’ve seen to place-based service integration … where youth service and juvenile justice reforms have been getting stuck …�We need to break the nexus between agency and program budget allocations and Ministerial accountability to enable a joined up approach … There is a risk if the Departments and D.G.s have the collaborative KPIs promised under 20/20/20 but competing Ministers …  We need to have greater cross-government accountability direct to Parliament and the community to deliver reform outcomes. We recommend the Our Communities Report should be an open, three-way collaboration – synthesising reporting from Govt. Departments, Sector Peaks and independent research institutions.This biennial report can become a driver for whole of government outcomes and community engagement  ….  by ensuring the outcome framework that drives its reporting is clearly aligned with reform priorities … Agreeing the right outcomes will be critical – we recommend the sector needs to be a partner in their development, measurement and evaluation (as do our best and brightest researchers). The outcomes need to be evidence-based and at an appropriate level. The WA Labor Supporting Communities policy framework is quite high level and additional work will be required to translate it effectively into practice. Given its close alignment with our key priorities, we recommend that we  engage with the incoming government to articulate a shared vision and develop a reform plan.Departmental amalgamations may enable or interfere with this to an extent, but community outcomes may depend more critically on the mechanisms across government (including policy, funding, accountability and procurement practice) that are designed to support cross-government, integrated and place-based approaches.  Cabinet meeting today – expect announcements about departmental amalgamations soon …



Our Key Messages

• Clear mandate for reform … Issues of fairness & equity resonated …

• Budget repair: be fair & thoughtful    … Diversify economy, invest in people & potential …

• Service Priority Review: Need structural and program-level reform.    Co-design!

(… prev. ‘efficiency dividends’ hollowed out Dept. structures = less efficient)

• Quarantine essential services and supports

• Opportunity to save $ by fixing contracting & reporting to reduce red tape …

Place-based integrated services & pooled budgets, process to address multiple contracts 

for a single existing integrated service, outcomes frameworks…

• Partnerships …



Transition Strategy

• Need to ensure continuity for essential community services

… so disadvantaged and vulnerable do not ‘fall through the cracks’ 

… & services do not become unsustainable or lose skilled staff.

• Ensure community services are consulted on the transition strategy & reforms.

• Default option = roll-over contracts during Priority Services Review & audit.

Clear timeframe, transparent process, consultation.

• What to keep doing? = Current reforms supported by the sector 

& aligned with WA Labor priorities

Consult, agree, advocate…

Presenter
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A clear and simple message:We need a transition strategy to ensure that there is continuity for essential community services during whatever government review and reform processes take place, so that disadvantaged and vulnerable Western Australians do not ‘fall through the cracks’ in the interim … and services do not become unsustainable or lose skilled staff.The default option may be to roll-over existing service contracts for as long as it takes (6,12 or 18 months) to undertake a Priority Services Review or economic audit. Contract extensions are not ideal … but they will be necessary in many instances to ensure that there is no disruption to front line services during the review phase.However, there may be places where initial improvements are obvious … or current reform processes are already underway that are supported by the sector and align with WA Labor’s reform directions. We don’t want to stall their progress and lose momentum and goodwill on current reform processes … while considering (further) reforms… �[OR to lock in place existing dysfunctional arrangements] … Some examples include:CC4K  Connecting Communities for Kids joint-commissioning initiative in Cockburn/Kwinana, EIFS the Early Intervention Family Support strategy and capacity building for Aboriginal community-controlled family support services, AYSIR the Aboriginal Youth Services Expenditure Review and initiatives in the Mirrabooka and the Midwest (…stalled?)implementing Better Choices Better Lives - the 10 year plan for Mental Health, Alcohol and Other Drug services. (…and others)We need to see resources committed to the plan – in a way that reflects our agreed priorities and gets the balance right on shifting to more community-based strategies and services.TRIALS & PILOTS? 	Supporting Communities commits to trials and pilots of more collaborative approaches to service funding and delivery.While there are some areas where we’re looking at doing new, innovative and complex things where we will need to trial and test things… there are also plenty of areas where we already know what to do and how to do it, and simply need to see a commitment to put it into practice at scale and commit to ongoing funding…



Relationship with Sector

• History: Economic Audit Committee >> Putting the Public First report 

>> Delivering Community Services in Partnership policy (…& NGHSS indexation)

>> partnership principles & behaviours  >> Partnership Forum  >> Reforms…

• Recognise limitations, barriers & frustrations … acknowledge and build on successes.

• Opportunity to re-shape the relationship 

= shared vision & purpose, mechanisms of engagement, key processes & institutions

• Limitations of the Partnership Forum model …

Presenter
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DESIRED RELATIONSHIP … BETWEEN GOVT & SECTORThe relationship with Government during the Barnett era was developed as a result of the Economic Audit Committee (…via the Putting the Public First report) … and then defined by the Delivering Community Services in Partnership Policy …It was guided by the Partnership Principles and Behaviours and overseen by the Partnership Forum.WACOSS has both been an active partner in these arrangements and a constructive critic of their limitations … highlighting the ongoing barriers within government to their effective implementation..WA Labor’s Supporting Communities policy includes an in-principle commitment to work in partnership with the sector to develop a more collaborative approach to procurement.. This is an opportunity for us to review and re-shape the relationship … �to develop a shared reform agenda driven by shared vision and purpose … grounded in shared values…WA Labor have committed to continue the Partnership Forum in some form … while “ensuring these relationships are extended to a much broader range of stakeholders.”  The Partnership Forum model has not been ideal … The sector has been frustrated by its lack of transparency, limited communication about its agenda and activities … and the lack of opportunities for meaningful engagement and active participation.This got worse in recent times due to … a loss of capacity to drive change across government, lack of Key players at the table …and a lack of capacity and resources to implement initiatives and enact decisions.(Acknowledge the leadership role across government played by Conran, Shergold & Marney) ..Loss of capacity & resources in the Secretariat … plus a lack of sector resources to participate, communicate outcomes, facilitate consultations or develop shared activities The Regional reforms and Youth service reforms are a good examples of where we have got stuck – despite engagement and good will to progress place-based reforms, Regional Managers Forums have lacked the resources, capacity and devolved decision-making power to progress place-based integrated service reforms…While there is ongoing concern about the effectiveness of existing Partnership Forum arrangements.. there is still a clear need for a high-level mechanism for engagement with Director Generals and policy makers to drive and oversee whole of government human services reform… This will be both more critical and challenging during a period of economic restraint. We expect the incoming government to review existing arrangements … and reform them to better fit their approach to collective decision-making and reform agenda … (and re-brand them)



Recommendations

• Build on existing agreed principles and behaviours .. 

• A range of mechanisms for wider engagement across both sectors.

• Ensure high level leadership and commitment

• Get the right balance in forum membership … diversity, capacity and merit, 

• Develop KPIs linked to Our Communities Report,  DG and Department KPIs (and vice versa) 

Resource engagement & implementation (Secretariat, projects, Peaks)

• Empower Sub-Committees with broader sector and agency representation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Build on existing agreed principles and behaviours .. increase commitment to cross-government implementation Incorporate a range of workshop and facilitated discussion processes to support wider engagement across both sectors in addition to current meeting format.Ensure high level leadership of the Partnership Forum  Get the right balance in forum membership - target diversity, capacity and merit, while ensuring the forum isn’t too large to be effective.Develop KPIs for the Forum(s) linked to the DG and Department KPIs (and vice versa) … all linked to Our Communities Report Provide sufficient resources to engage more broadly with sector on initiatives and policy developmentEmpower Forum Sub-Committees that include broader sector and government agency representation to progress specific reforms in priority areas



Regional Partnership Model

Empower Regional Managers Forums to become Regional Partnership Forums

• Responsible for place-based implementation of reform priorities

• Mirror the partnership model (…local sector partners)

• Resource for collaboration, policy devt, planning

• Delegated decision making to design & implement reforms (…pooled budgets)

• Develop & report outcomes via Our Communities Report

• Direct links between the RPFs and Partnership Forum

• Start where we have the capacity & relationships …
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Presentation Notes
So, we’re now on the home stretch … on to our Emerging Issues scan



Environmental Scan

• ECONOMIC

• POLITICAL

• SOCIAL

• SERVICES

• SECTOR



SOCIAL scan

• Workforce vulnerability

• Budget repair on the back of the vulnerable

• Child poverty & entrenched disadvantage

• Changing face of community need …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Workforce vulnerability Youth unemployment & under-employment continue to rise (… a big issue for Rockingham, the new Premier’s home town..)Increasing trend of insecure work, precarious employment, uncertain hours..Interacts badly with our income support system.We need a social security system that is fit for purpose in the 21st Century and able to fairly and simply respond to the more ‘flexible’ and uncertain nature of employment and income This is one of our biggest social policy challenges at the Federal level – but our current Govt, and public service do not seem to have the willingness or capacity to take it on… A more flexible and responsive system would seek to build the resilience of our workforce – to encourage them to be ready to respond to labour market opportunities, rather than attacking and undermining them…Budget repair on the back of the vulnerable  The Centrelink RoboDebt fiasco [SLIDE] is the latest in a line of punitive welfare measures at the Federal level … [zoom]  including the Northern Territory Intervention, income management trials in Aboriginal communities, the Basics Card trials (and dodgy evaluation reports) …We have seen very high numbers of debt notices [SLIDE Tudge] sent without any basic error checking taking place [SLIDE x2] – and the onus of proof for alleged over-payments by Centrelink from seven or more years ago being put onto vulnerable people. �[The first some people know about it is when the debt collectors turn up on their door – or start ringing them ten times a day to harass them. We know of at least one suicide …]Meanwhile the role of Centrelink staff has changed over the years from providing support and advocacy to help people navigate a complex system … to a culture of compliance and enforcement – where staff are actively discouraged and even punished if they use their discretion to help to resolve these debts.The chair of the Senate Community Affairs Committee inquiry joins us shortly …Child poverty & entrenched disadvantage  The 23rd June marks the 30th Anniversary of Bob Hawke’s 1987 commitment [SLIDE] that ‘…By the year 1990 no child will be living in poverty …”Those were the days when an Australian PM would say things like…“The greatest resource in Australia is not something that we can grow or dig up from the soil. It is the capacity of its people, our great human resource. And above all – the resource of the future – the children of Australia.”[As Alan mentioned earlier] the data shows us that child poverty is on the rise in Australia as a result of increasing income and wealth inequality and the inadequacy of income support.This year the COSS Network and Sector Peaks are using the anniversary to focus attention on this issue.Child poverty is a waste of human potential. A decent society with a healthy economy invests in its children because it knows that by doing so it is investing in its future prosperity and well-being.Increasing child poverty is a sad reflection on us all …Changing face of community need 	We’ve mentioned child poverty and youth unemployment…We’ve seen a rise in unfair debt – payday loans (last week’s national campaign), online gambling, financial abuse … and utilities debt.  [SLIDE – cartoon]We also have an ageing population with increasing numbers of aged pensioners experiencing or at risk of poverty (particularly those who don’t own their own homes)There is a spotlight now on the abuse of people living with a disability [inquiry chair]Significant concerns about the implementation of NDIS and who misses out …How those living with episodic mental health challenges will fare Large numbers of Aboriginal people living with a disability in regional and remote areas entitled to services they’re not receiving….We now have a minister for Family and Domestic Violence – but we have a lot of catching up to do to match best practice in other states … [Helen Creed CLCA on panel from WA Safe Systems Campaign]









“By 1990 no Australian child will be living in poverty.” Bob Hawke 23 June 1987





SERVICES scan

• Pathways to empowerment and control… 

• Pooled budgeting & place-based services

• Bankable early intervention models

• Service reform in a time of fiscal restraint

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Empowered citizens and self-directionSelf-directed support is about people being in control of the support they need to live the life they chooseAs community service providers it is important we keep at the front of our minds that our ultimate aim is to be empowering service users as citizens to take control of their own lives and supporting them to achieve their dreams and aspirations. The outcome is about people – we need to stop seeing services as solutions …Putting lived experience at the centre of any co-design process means recognizing and respecting the capacity of people and their families to make choices about what services they need and how they should be delivered …Consumer empowerment can take many forms – from servicer user representation on management committees … to individual services direction … to peers support … and engagement in service design & evaluation. Engaging consumers as active and authoritative participants in a person-centred strength-based approach fosters independence and resilience.  Pooled budgeting & place-based servicesWe’ve discussed this earlier as a key area of advocacy in our post-election strategy…  ‘Bankable’ early intervention modelsThis is about the challenge of demonstrating the return on investment of targeted early intervention models – something we discussed in our last PBS and continue to work on…We believe as a sector that if we are able to intervene early and effectively enough with the right people we can deliver transformative outcomes that help people to turn around their lives and save millions of dollars in the cost of child protection, mental health, AOD and justice services (to name a few)…The problem is – how do we close the evidence gap to give bankable proof to drive investment in intensive early intervention strategies…And how do we use data linkage on risk factors to demonstrate and ensure that we are reaching those most at risk … and not, as we often see in the public health system, where preventative services get taken up more by the ‘worried well’ than those most at risk of chronic disease …Service reform in a time of fiscal restraint Given our current fiscal problems, we face a real challenge in identifying and agreeing the priorities for service funding and reform. Its’ easier to take a partnership approach when there is new money to share, much harder when tough decisions have to be made and we know some people are likely to miss out…Key PrinciplesQuarantine ‘essential’ front-line servicesAn open and collaborative assessment processEvidence-based decision makingA timely and planned approach to ensure smooth and responsible transitions so that vulnerable people do not fall through the cracks Acknowledge the need for overall growth in services to meet demand �and address growing population and need.We believe there is a significant opportunity offered by pursuing place-based integrated service models driven by clear outcome frameworks to become more efficient and effective



SECTOR scan

• Sector impact & value 

• Workforce development strategy

• Individual funding and disruptive business models

• Beyond NAHA… Housing & homelessness funding

Presenter
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Value & impact of sector Summary stats from the WACOSS Landscape report…The WA Charities sector makes a massive contribution to the WA economy Employs 7% of the workforce �(on a level agriculture, manufacturing, forestry & fisheries, close to mining) 92,965 FT or PT staff25,055 casual staffEstimated 250,000 volunteers (ie 2 to 3 times as many)One of the key differences between NFPs and other organisations is the capacity for NFPs to attract and use volunteers to deliver services and administer the charity. Volunteering not only improves the cost effectiveness of the NFP, but has a range of social benefits, including improving community cohesion, along with improving engagement and the mental health of individual volunteers.Nine out of ten WA charities report being supported by volunteer workers. �The WA charitable sector had an annual income of $12.4 billion in 2013/14� (of which 58% or $6.7 billion went into wages)Only 41% of this income came from Govt grants ..It is growing faster than the Australian economy (3.2% vs 2.9% GDP) It is one of the few industries with both employment growth and growth in the gross value added to the economy.The Landscape Report also highlights financial sustainability issues – Just over half of WA charities making a profit in 2013/14, one in five made a loss and a quarter broke even…Workforce development strategyIn 2014, the Commonwealth Department of Employment estimated Australia will need an additional 230,000 social care and support workers over the next five years.Modelling by the State Training Board Workforce Scenarios project (in their 2015-18 Plan) show faster than average long term employment growth for the health care and social assistance industry across all scenarios compared to the average of all industries (out to 2030) reflecting a steadily ageing population into the future.The message is that we need to be planning for somewhere between a doubling and a tripling of the community services sector workforce by 2030.Where are these staff going to come from now we’ve cut all the relevant TAFE courses?The Victorian Government recently committed half a million dollars to help establish a new research and teaching organisation, the Future Social Service Institute. The Institute will be based at RMIT University, with VCOSS as a founding partner. Its mission is to transform the social support and care sector into an economic powerhouse by recasting it as a strong industry with professional career paths. This will involve the rollout of new qualifications, initially at the vocational level, that will attract the best high school graduates. If we get this right, Australia’s brightest Year 12 students will increasingly look to social support and care as their first career choice.With an ageing population and the roll-out of NDIS on the cards WA needs a Workforce Development Strategy..�Aboriginal Human Services Workforce strategyThere are two critical enablers to closing the gap on life outcomes and economic participation of Aboriginal families and communities: They need to develop more sustainable and resilient economies in regional and remote towns and Aboriginal communities; and they need  more responsive, accessible and appropriate services that can effectively engage with Aboriginal families to produce transformative outcomes. Both of these outcomes will require a planned, strategic and sustained strategy to develop a skilled Aboriginal workforce … and build sustainable Aboriginal organisations and businesses. This has been a key gap in the Regional Reform Roadmap –which has focused on traditional employment in infrastructure, mining and municipal services.Given the projected growth of the caring economy, high levels of community need for services and support, … there is a strong argument for a greater focus on Aboriginal employment in health, education and community services.Mission-driven not-for-profit community service organisations are well-placed to play a critical role in the development of a skilled and caring Aboriginal workforce.   However they need the right support to do this effectively – training and support is needed both for this new workforce and for the training and supervisory staff who will work with them.Without some targeted support to ensure Aboriginal workers are work-ready and are able to cope with the cultural and emotional demands of the work – there is a real risk we are setting people up to fail…We also need to see service contracts that encourage and support capacity-building partnerships between Aboriginal community controlled services and mainstream organisations that are designed to support the development of quality and sustainable services .. to provide back-office and governance support … and to hand over control over time. Beyond NAHA? Housing & homelessness funding in the balanceThere are concerning signals coming out of Canberra about the future of the funding for the National Affordable Housing Agreement (again) – the major funding source for public housing and a significant proportion of funding for homeless services.The indications are that the Commonwealth want to cap current expenditure and only want to contribute to capital costs, arguing that its States responsibility to cover ongoing services (eg homelessness) …This was a hot issue a few years back as part of the Federation Review (…that went nowhere and was dropped along with Tony Abbott)…��WACOSS is working with the COSS Networks and National peaks on a campaign – keep an eye out … and give us your support�Individual funding and disruptive business modelsSignificant sustainability challenge for services in areas like disabilities and aged care where we are moving to individualized funding models. The challenge is to ensure there is still capacity in the sector to engage in policy and service development – that sector capacity and civil society are not hollowed out …Regulation needs to protect vulnerable people from exploitation from disruptive business models – risk of seeing home and community care services uber-ised. For some basic types of support there are some benefits to consumers from being able to source cheap assistance locally or pay a neighbor or family member to ensure some basic support needs are met – But we don’t want to see the uber-sation of more critical skilled services… Significant risks to consumers … especially where there is a lack of insurance and they could end up liable if anything goes wrong…
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Emerging Issues 2017 Panel Discussion

Debra Zanella
WACOSS President

Senator Rachel Siewert
Chair, Community Affairs Committee

Helen Creed
Community Legal Centres 

Association WA

Moderated by 
Louise Giolitto WACOSS
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